Long-overdue book highlights historic and unpublished
collection of Japanese art

“What it is about Japanese art that transcends time and place to remain so
visually stimulating and spiritually rewarding—as true today as it has
been for centuries?” Linda C. Harrison, Preface
Beyond Zen is a unique and fascinating visual history of Japanese Buddhist art largely
dating from the Edo period (1600–1868) to the present day, through one of the finest
collections in the USA. The richly-illustrated text offers a concise introduction to
diverse Japanese Buddhist practices and the central role art plays in them. It
showcases magnificent and rare works of Japanese art—ornate and gold leafed
paintings, textiles, ceramics, and sculptures—from The Newark Museum of Art’s
collection that reflect Mahayana and Mantrayana Buddhist practices.
The volume is organized in seven sections that emphasize the functionality of the art
through windows of practice embraced throughout all periods of Japanese Buddhist
history. The “Buddha, Buddhas, and Bodhisattvas” chapter introduces central divine
figures prominent in Mahayana Buddhist art. The “Life and Death” section illustrates
Japanese Buddhist promises of paradises and punishments of hells. The “Health and
Wealth” portion features both peaceful and wrathful Buddhist deities that promote
physical and mental health, as well as spiritual and material wealth, while fending off

negativities that bring disaster. ”Extending Enlightenment” considers the evolution of
art in Buddhism while the “Teachers and Students” chapter addresses the vital,
venerated role of teachers and transmission of knowledge. “From Ascetic to Saint”
explores the narrative origins of a four-part illustrated hagiography depicting the
ascetic life of the Buddhist monk Tokuhon. Finally, the “Tea Aesthetics and
Implements” section showcases a particular ceremonial practice—the ritual
preparation and drinking of tea in a unique gathering. This is one element of
continually evolving trends in Buddhism.
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